
Check In Policy, bring a envelope with the following written on the front.
Make sure you include exact change inside the envelope, and seal it.
You will be asked to show the FRONT of the envelope at the Check-In Table, and
then you will place that envelope into the Tour Tote.
Please Print on the envelope, not cursive. 

On the front of the envelope please write Day Money Package 
A or B, and enclose the monies to equal that optional game.

We will not have Closest to the Pin, this limits people touching 
the CP Holders. An extra $5.00 is added to Flight Skins. Any 
Hole in One at the tournament wins the extra pot, no Hole In 

.

A: Flight Skins + Hole In One $25.00

B: Flight Skins + Hole In One + Super Skin = $35.00

Name:  ______________   Flight: _________

DAY MONEY SELECTIONS -->

Amount Enclosed ($_____)
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On the front of the envelope please write 
Your Name,  Day Money Selections, Flight.

Day Money Selections Round 
Flight Skins   $20.00  
Super Skins   $10.00  
Hole In One / Closest to Pin $5.00  

Total For All Games Both Rounds = $35.00

All players must Check-In, and those whom wish to play in 
the Optional Side Games, must bring an envelope to the 
tournament. Please review the policy for bringing 
the envelope to the tournament, and how to label the envelope.

All Optional Cash Game winnings will be distributed at the next 
tournament.  Hole In One / Closest to Pin ($5.00) / 
($4.00 Closest to Pin) / ($1.00 Hole In One Purse)...Closest to the Pins
are total tournament players (Not Flight).  Larger Prizes for CPs.

(Monies will build during the 2020 Season, All Hole In One Winners 
will split the Ending Purse.) // Not Entered you can't win.

Closest to the Pins - VINITERRA
Holes:  #6, #8, #12, #16


